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Abstract
Color Index Disperse Yellow 42 (DY42), a high-volume disperse dye for polyester, was used to
compare the capabilities of the LTQ-Orbitrap XL and the LTQ-FT-ICR with respect to mass
measurement accuracy (MMA), spectral accuracy, and sulfur counting. The results of this research
will be used in the construction of a dye database for forensic purposes; the additional spectral
information will increase the confidence in the identification of unknown dyes found in fibers at crime
scenes. Initial LTQ-Orbitrap XL data showed MMAs greater than 3 ppm and poor spectral accuracy.
Modification of several Orbitrap installation parameters (e.g., deflector voltage) resulted in a
significant improvement of the data. The LTQ-FT-ICR and LTQ-Orbitrap XL (after installation
parameters were modified) exhibited MMA ≤3 ppm, good spectral accuracy (χ2 values for the
isotopic distribution ≤2), and were correctly able to ascertain the number of sulfur atoms in the
compound at all resolving powers investigated for AGC targets of 5.00×105 and 1.00×106.
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Introduction

High resolving power (RP) mass spectrometers have the
ability to provide high mass measurement accuracy

(MMA), which is invaluable in defining the elemental
composition of unknowns [1–3]. However, MMA only takes
into account the monoisotopic peak, not the entire isotopic
distribution. High RP instruments produce spectra that contain
useful isotopic information that can be utilized to provide more

confident elemental compositions. Isotopic distributions con-
tain several peaks whose relative heights are due to natural
isotopic abundances and can be used to aid in the elemental
composition determination of an unknown substance [4]. For
example, the relative abundance of the A+1 peak compared
with the monoisotopic peak in conjunction with the natural
abundance of the 13C isotope is indicative of the total number
of carbons in the compound [5]. The relative abundance of the
A+2 peak in the distribution can be used to accurately predict
the presence and the number of atoms with A+2 isotopes, such
as sulfur, bromine, and chlorine [4, 6].

Spectral accuracy is the ability of the mass spectrometer
to correctly measure the isotopic distribution of ions [7].
Accurate isotopic ratios are necessary to increase confidence
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in elemental composition assignments. Isotopic distribution
evaluation analyses have been reported in the literature using
Orbitrap [8] and FT-ICR spectra [9] as a way to reduce the
number of possible elemental composition assignments for a
given species. Junot et al. found that absolute ion abundance
was the main factor affecting the isotopic distribution and
mass accuracy while studying isotopic distributions in the
LTQ-Orbitrap [8]. They also found that liquid chromatog-
raphy improved the relative isotopic abundances of the
distribution, which is attributed to decreasing the number of
isotopic distributions present [8]. Stoll et al. evaluated
different methods, such as calculated double-bond equiv-
alence, ion state, and isotopic distribution simulation, to
compare theoretical and experimental data as a means of
narrowing elemental composition assignments [9]. In the 25
compounds studied, they found that isotopic distribution
evaluation led to a decrease in the number of possible
elemental composition assignments for a given species by an
average of 90.6% [9]. Thus, the accurate measurement of not
only the mass (MMA), but also the isotopic distribution can
be significantly exploited for the confident identification of
elemental compositions in high RP mass analysis.

Using high RP MS, it is also possible to count (in some
cases estimate) the number of specific atoms (C, S, Br, Cl,
etc.) in a compound through analysis of the A+1 and A+2
isotopic peaks. For example, using the natural abundance of
the 34S atom and the relative height of the resolved doublet
at the A+2 peak, the number of sulfurs in a molecule can be
determined. The natural abundance of the 34S isotope is
3.976%–4.734%, as reported by NIST [10]. When sulfur is
present in a compound, high RP MS (≥30,000) is capable of
resolving the A+2 peak into a doublet with a mass
difference of 0.0109 Da between the peaks. The lighter
peak, indicative of the 34S1 isotope, has a mass difference of
1.9958 Da from the monoisotopic mass and the heavier
peak, indicative of the 13C2 isotopic peak, has a mass
difference of 2.0067 Da from the monoisotopic mass [6].
The relative abundance of the 34S peak in comparison to the
monoisotopic peak depends on the number of sulfur atoms
present in the compound. For each sulfur present in the
compound, the relative abundance of the 34S peak increases
by the natural abundance of the 34S isotope. The ability of
high RP mass spectrometers to count sulfurs has been
studied previously [11–13]. Marshall and coworkers used
sulfur-counting as a means to characterize the p16 tumor
suppressor protein [11], and also later in the study of
glycosphingolipids [13]. Hoye and coworkers applied sulfur-
counting to the study of sea lamprey pheromones [12].

Automatic gain control (AGC) target is a means of
controlling the ion population during analysis [14, 15].
Higher ion populations increase space charge effects and can
lead to decreased MMA; additionally, variable ion popula-
tions can allow for variable MMA and spectral accuracy for
each individual spectrum. Thus, AGC allows one to keep the
total ion population ‘constant’, which significantly decreases
the analytical variability of the measurement [16].

In this paper, the capabilities of the LTQ-FT-ICR and the
LTQ-Orbitrap XL for determination of elemental composi-
tion through utilization of MMA, spectral accuracy, and
sulfur counting are compared. AGC target and resolving
power were varied in both the LTQ-Orbitrap XL and the
LTQ-FT-ICR as a means of understanding the capabilities
and limitations of the instrumentation pertaining to small
molecule analysis. Furthermore, the authors present two
separate data sets acquired on the LTQ-Orbitrap XL. The
initial data set taken on the LTQ-Orbitrap XL produced
spectra with MMA 92.5 ppm and inaccurate sulfur counting
analyses despite the instrument passing all user-tuning
procedures and being calibrated per the manufacturer
specifications. Thus, detailed inspection and manual tuning
of the installation parameters by the manufacturer followed,
and sub-ppm MMA was achieved in subsequent data
acquisition (vide infra).

Experimental
Disperse Yellow 42 Sample Preparation

Color Index (C.I.) Disperse Yellow 42, C18H15N3O4S, (DY
42), trade name Foron Yellow AS-FL, was obtained from
Clariant (Charlotte, NC), batch CHAA1097752C for analy-
sis. To purify the dye powder for analysis, raw dye powder
(20 mg) was dissolved in acetone (20 mL) and brought to a
boil while stirring on a hot plate. The sample was filtered
hot, and the filtrate was evaporated to dryness. The dried
sample was collected for analysis.

Two stock solutions (1 mg/mL) of the purified dye
powder were prepared in 50:50 acetonitrile:water. The
samples were diluted to 10 μg/mL for analysis on a hybrid
linear ion trap, Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer, LTQ-
Orbitrap XL (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) and a hybrid
linear ion trap, Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometer, LTQ-FT-ICR, (Thermo Scientific) with a
7 Tesla superconducting magnet.

LTQ- FT-ICR Analysis

The instrument was calibrated per the manufacturer specifica-
tions. The 10 μg/mL sample was introduced by direct injection
via an in-house nanoESI source. The following instrument
parameters were used for all analyses on the LTQ-FT-ICR:
capillary voltage and temperature of 42 V and 225 °C,
respectively, and a tube lens voltage of 120 V. Thirty full range
mass spectra (150–2000m/z) were collected at two AGC
targets: 5.00×105 and 1.00×106. The full-width-half-maximum
resolving powers (RPFWHM at m/z=400) evaluated were
12,500, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, and 200,000.

LTQ-Orbitrap XL Analysis

The instrument was calibrated per the manufacturer specifica-
tions with the lock-mass feature enabled. All instrument
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parameters were the same as specified for the LTQ-FT-ICR
(vide supra). The resolving power and AGC target were varied
and 30 full range (200–2000m/z) spectra were collected at each
set of conditions. The following RPFWHM at m/z=400 were
used during the LTQ-Orbitrap XL analysis: 7,500, 15,000,
30,000, 60,000, and 100,000 at m/z=400. The same AGC
targets were used as with the LTQ-FT analysis.

Data Analysis

The MMA, χ2 value for the isotopic distribution, and relative
abundance of the A+2 sulfur peak were calculated. Equation
(1) is the formula used to calculate the MMA of the
monoisotopic peak at each resolving power and AGC target.

MMA ppmð Þ ¼ Experimental� Theoretical

Theoretical
� 106 ð1Þ

The χ2 value for the relative abundances in relation to the
monoisotopic peak in the isotopic distribution of DY 42 was
calculated to quantify spectral accuracy; shown as equation
(2) [17]. The χ2 value was calculated for each spectrum at
each resolving power and AGC target studied.

x2 ¼
X Observed� Expectedð Þ2

Expected
ð2Þ

The number of sulfurs was found by determining the
relative abundance of the sulfur peak compared to the
monoisotopic peak and multiplying by the 32S:34S isotope
natural composition ratio where A+2 and A are the
experimental peak intensities of the 34S and monoisotopic
peak, respectively. 32STheoretical and 34STheoretical are the
natural isotopic compositions as reported by NIST of the
32S and 34S, respectively

Aþ 2Experimental

AExperimental
�

32STheoritical
34STheoritical

¼ #of Sulfurs ð3Þ

Results and Discussion
Two data sets will be discussed for the LTQ-Orbitrap XL in
comparison to a data set produced by the LTQ-FT-ICR. The
initial data set for the LTQ-Orbitrap XL produced results
that are not consistent with the specifications reported for an
Orbitrap instrument by the manufacturer. Additionally,
despite passing all user tuning methods and being calibrated
per the manufacturer specifications, this group has observed
sub-par MMA for this instrument since installation. Fur-
thermore, before the installation parameters were adjusted,
sulfur counting experiments in the LTQ-Orbitrap XL did not
produce the correct number of sulfurs for a standard
molecule, DY42. Thus, in a personal communication with

Alexander Makarov, he immediately concluded that the
Orbitrap was not performing optimally upon assessment of
the data. During a remote session on the instrument, specific
installation parameters of the instrument were manually tuned.
These installation parameters are not included in the user tune
method, and it is not recommended that these parameters be
changed by anyone other than a service engineer. The
parameters that were changed include deflector voltage on the
Orbitrap and the injection level of the central electrode along
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Figure 1. Single acquisition FTMS spectra of disperse yellow
42 dye: (a) spectrum acquired on 7 Tesla LTQ-FT-ICR mass
spectrometer at AGC 1.00×106 and RPFWHM 100,000 at m/z=
400, (b) spectrum acquired on LTQ-Orbitrap XL at AGC of
1.00×106 and RPFWHM 60,000 at m/z=400 before manual
adjustment, and (c) spectrum acquired on the LTQ-Orbitrap
XL at AGC of 1.00×106 and RPFWHM 60,000 at m/z=400 after
manual adjustment. The red dots indicate the relative abun-
dances of the theoretical isotope distribution. The inset shows
the A+2 peak demonstrating that the ability of both instruments
to resolve the 34S1 peak from the 13C2 peak
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with minor adjustments to the lens voltages and pulse voltages
on the C-trap. Upon manual optimization of these installation
parameters, the second set of data from the LTQ-Orbitrap XL
was collected, which produced significantly higher quality data
with respect to MMA and spectral accuracy.

Figure 1a, b, and c are example spectra of each data set for
DY 42 produced by LTQ-FT-ICR, LTQ-Orbitrap XL (before
manual adjustment of the installation parameters), and LTQ-
Orbitrap XL (after manual adjustment of the installation
parameters), respectively. The LTQ-FT-ICR spectra were taken
at a RPFWHM at m/z=400 of 100,000 and an AGC target of
1.00×10.

6 Both the LTQ-Orbitrap XL spectra in Figure 1b and c
(before and after manual adjustment of the installation param-
eters, respectively) were acquired at an RPFWHM at m/z=400 of
60,000 and anAGC target of 1.00×106. The red dots above each
peak in all three spectra are indicative of the theoretical peak
heights for the isotopic distribution of DY 42. Figure 1b and c
display the vast difference in the results acquired before and after
manual adjustment of the installation parameters. The MMA is
an order of magnitude better, and the spectral accuracy is
significantly better (lower χ2 value – vide infra) upon adjust-
ment of the installation parameters. These data suggest that a
standard molecule or procedure must be used (in addition to the
tuning protocol provided by the manufacturer) to determine
whether or not the instrument is performing optimally.
Importantly, upon manual adjustment of the LTQ-Orbitrap

XL installation parameters, Figure 1a (LTQ-FT-ICR) and
Figure 1c (LTQ-Orbitrap XL) show that the two instrument
platforms are capable of acquiring the correct results.

Mass Measurement Accuracy

Plots of the MMA of the monoisotopic peak of each
spectrum and the average MMA with 95% confidence
intervals at each resolving power are shown for the LTQ-
FT-ICR and LTQ-Orbitrap XL (after installation parameter
adjustment) in Figure 2. Figure 2a and c are shown at an
AGC target of 5.00×105 and Figure 2b and d are shown at
an AGC target of 1.00×06. The oleamide ion (m/z 282.2791)
was used for lock-mass during the LTQ-Orbitrap XL
analysis. Lock-mass is an internal m/z standard used to
correct for fluctuations due to temperature and high voltages
[1, 18] and can allow for sub-ppm MMA.

Spectra acquired on the LTQ-FT-ICR produced MMA
below 2 ppm for AGC targets 5.00×105 and 1.00×106. The
average MMA±95% confidence interval of 30 spectra pro-
duced by the LTQ-FT-ICR at AGC target 1.00×106 and
RPFWHM 100,000 was −1.3±0.1 ppm (Figure 1a). The average
MMA±95% confidence interval of 30 spectra produced on the
LTQ-Orbitrap XL, before adjustment of the installation
parameters, at AGC target 1.00×106 and RPFWHM 60,000
was 2.7±0.2 ppm (Figure 1b). After the installation parameter
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Figure 2. The calculated MMA of the monoisotopic peak for the LTQ-FT-ICR data (a) and (b) and the LTQ-Orbitrap XL data
after manual adjustment (c) and (d) are plotted against the RPFWHM at m/z=400. The series in black indicates the averages and
the 95% confidence intervals of the measurement (N=30). The data points next to each averaged point are the calculated
MMAs for each individual spectrum acquired. The AGC target values evaluated: (a) and (c) 5.00×105 and (b) and (d) 1.00×106
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optimization on the LTQ-Orbitrap XL, the average MMA±
95% confidence interval of 30 spectra at AGC target 1.00×106

and RPFWHM 60,000 was −70±20 ppb (Figure 1c). Upon
correction of the LTQ-Orbitrap XL, both instruments per-
formed within manufacturers specifications; however, with
lock-mass enabled, the LTQ-Orbitrap XL is capable of ppb
mass accuracy. A consistent positive bias and MMA values
routinely greater than 2.5 ppm were observed in the LTQ-
Orbitrap XL data before parameter optimization (data not
shown) at all resolving powers for AGC targets 5.00×105 and
1.00×106. After the parameters mentioned above were
adjusted on the LTQ-Orbitrap XL, the data quality improved
significantly with MMA values routinely less than 1 ppm.

Spectral Accuracy and Sulfur Counting

The χ2 value of the isotopic distribution was used to “quantify”
spectral accuracy in these experiments; a high χ2 value is
indicative of poor spectral accuracy. The calculated χ2 values as
a function of resolving power can be seen in Figure 3 at AGC
targets of 5.00×105 (Figure 3a and c) and 1.00×106 (Figure 3b
and d), for both the LTQ-FT-ICR (Figure 3a and b) and the
LTQ-Orbitrap XL (Figure 3c and d) . The sulfur peak relative
abundance can be seen on the left y-axis of the same plots.

Spectral accuracy plots for initial data produced by the LTQ-
Orbitrap XL before manual adjustment (data not shown)
suggest a decrease in spectral accuracy as the resolving power
increased, agreeing with the findings of Erve et al. [7];
however, this correlation was not observed after the instrument
parameters were changed on the Orbitrap or in any of the data
collected on the LTQ-FT-ICR. After optimization of the
mentioned installation parameters, spectral accuracy in the
LTQ-Orbitrap XL improved by 84.4%.

Erve et al. noted that spectral accuracy decreased as
resolving power increased; they attributed this to isotopic
beating [7, 19, 20]. The closer two frequencies are the longer
the beat period meaning the specific isotopes interact less
during the measurement period. However, two species with
similar frequencies can also undergo peak coalescence.
When deriving conclusions, one must consider the isotopic
beat period, measurement period, and window function
applied as this will have an effect on the isotopic
distributions. Moreover, in their work, the isotopic fine
structure was unresolved, in large part due to the fact the
compounds they studied had a significantly higher m/z
(lower frequency) than this study. In this study, we were
able to resolve the 13C2 from the 34S1 isotopic peaks and,
thus, determine their individual frequencies in both the LTQ-
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FT-ICR and the LTQ Orbitrap XL using the diagnostic
mode. The isotopic beat periods for this doublet were 0.116
and 0.196 s in the LTQ-FT-ICR and LTQ-Orbitrap XL,
respectively, which is small relative to the measurement
period (~1 s) for a typical analysis. In contrast, the beat
period for the monoisotopic peak and the A+1 peak in the
LTQ-FT-ICR and LTQ-Orbitrap XL were ~0.0013 and
~0.002 s, respectively. While the beat period is much longer
for the A+2 doublets relative to the 13C isotopes (a factor of
~90 for the LTQ-FT-ICR and 149 for the LTQ-Orbitrap) this
should be sufficient to provide high spectral accuracy for the
entire isotopic distribution. This is consistent with our
findings. We are currently pursuing these incongruent
observations, keeping in mind these are different molecular
systems studies, with more detailed studies.

The sulfur peak relative abundances produced by the
LTQ-FT-ICR were within the expected natural abundance
range for one sulfur atom at all resolving powers studied for
AGC targets 5.00×105 and 1.00×106, demonstrating the
capability of the LTQ-FT-ICR to accurately resolve the 34S1
and 13C2 peaks and quantify the number of sulfurs.

Analysis of the A+2 peak of the spectrum for the LTQ-
Orbitrap XL data acquired before manual adjustment
showed peak heights (≤3% relative abundance) systemati-
cally lower than the theoretical abundance, which did not
give an accurate indication of the number of sulfur atoms in
the compound (data not shown); however, the A+2 peak
heights for the data taken after the LTQ-Orbitrap XL
installation parameters were changed are within the expected
peak height range for a compound containing one sulfur.
The average sulfur peak height±95% confidence interval for
the LTQ-Orbitrap XL at AGC target 1.00×106 and RPFWHM

60,000 before the parameter optimization was 1.82±0.11,
compared with 3.91±0.21 after parameter optimization.

Conclusions
The small molecule analysis capabilities in the context of
MMA, spectral accuracy, and sulfur counting were com-
pared for the LTQ-FT-ICR and the LTQ-Orbitrap XL. Both
instruments were reported by Thermo Fisher Scientific to be
performing at manufacturer specifications, but initially the
LTQ-Orbitrap XL was far outperformed by the LTQ-FT-
ICR. A more in-depth inspection of the LTQ-Orbitrap XL
installation parameters, outside of the user tuning procedure,
yielded significantly improved data. Sulfur counting was
successful using the LTQ-FT-ICR and LTQ-Orbitrap XL
platforms at AGC targets 5.00×105 and 1.00×106. Based on
these results, the LTQ-Orbitrap XL is a suitable replacement
technology for the LTQ-FT-ICR for small molecule sulfur
counting and isotopic distribution analysis to yield more
confident elemental composition assignments.

Due to the LTQ-Orbitrap XL passing all manufacturer
tuning procedures, yet still acquiring data with ≥2.5 ppm
MMA in the experiments before the manual adjustment, the
authors suggest that further inspection may be needed to

manually and regularly asses the performance of the LTQ-
Orbitrap XL. A simple assessment of performance is spectral
accuracy analysis of the LTQ-Orbitrap calibration mix. This
mix includes MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala peptide, m/z 524),
which contains one sulfur atom. Thus, the height of the
resolved 34S peak in the A+2 peak of the normalized MRFA
isotopic distribution should be within the natural abundance
levels of 34S and can be used to determine if the instrument
is out of specification and whether adjustment of the
parameters mentioned needs to be considered. Specifically,
the average relative intensity of the A+2 peak measured in
SIM or MS2 mode (centered on m/z 524 with isolation width
of at least 10 Da, AGC target 1.00×105 in either mode and 0
collision energy, first m/z 150 for MS2 mode) should not be
lower than 3% for resolving power settings 60,000 and
100,000 [18] (preferably, it should be around 4%). This will
allow for facile and routine assessment of the LTQ-Orbitrap
XL performance in order to assure the highest possible
quality of data is acquired.
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